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H 
ow did two matrix-theorists who  had never  worked  
together  before come to prove a theorem which has 
had consequences  throughout  the field and beyond? 

I will try to put together  the personal  and the mathemati-  
cal sides of the Hoffman-Wielandt Theorem, its prehistory, 
and attempts (both successful and unsuccessful) to gener-  
alise it. 

Wielandt was really trying to do the thing for operator 
norms and the Frobenius norm was hi~ second choice. 
Thus begins Alan Hoffman's commentary  on his joint pa-  

pe r  with Helmut Wielandt  [HW], one of the best  k n o w n  in 
l inear algebra. The paper  is less than three pages  long and, 
of  a p iece  with that brevity, Hoffman's  commentary  con- 
sists of just one paragraph.  It continues,  

In fact, he had a proof of H W  with a constant bigger than 
1 in front. It was quite lovely, involving apath in matrix 
space, and I hope someone else has found  a use for that 
method. Since linear programming was in lhe air at the 
National Bureau of Standards in those days, it was nat- 
ural for us to discover the proof that appeared in the pa- 
per. The most difficult task was convincing each other 
that something this short and simple was worth publish- 
ing. In fact, we padded it with a new proof of the Birk- 
hoff theorem on doubly stochastic matrices. I think the 
reason for the theorem's popularity is the publicity given 
it hF Wilkinson in his book on the algebraic eigenvalue 

problem (J. H. Wilkinson, The Algebraic Eigenvalue Prob- 
lem, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1965). 
In this article I will explain  what  it was that Wielandt  

was really trying to do, why  he wan ted  to do it for oper-  
ator norms, and what  some others had  done  before  him 
and have done  since. 

Wielandt 's  mathematical  works  [Wiel] s traddle two dif- 
ferent fields: group theory and matrix analysis. He began  
with the first, was pul led  into the second,  and  then hap-  
pily cont inued with both. The circumstances are best  de- 
scr ibed in his own words:  

The group-theoretic work was interrupted for  several years 
while, during the second half of the war, at the G6ttin- 
gen Aerodynamics Research Institute, I had to work on 
vibration problems. I am indebted to that time for valu- 
able discoveries: on the one hand the applicability of ab- 
stract tools to the solution of concrete problems, on the 
other hand, the---for a pure mathematician--unexpected 
difficulty and unaccustomed responsibility of numerical 
evaluation. It was a matter of estimating eigenvalues of 
non-selfadjoint differential equations and matrices. I at- 
tacked the more general problem of developing a metric 
spectral theory, to begin with for finite complex matrices. 
The links be tween  all parts of our sto W are conta ined  

in the two paragraphs  I have quoted  from Hoffman and 
from Wielandt. 
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By the time Wielandt  came to G6tt ingen in 1942, Her- 
mann Weyl  had  left. Thirty years earlier Weyl  had  pub-  
l ished a fundamenta l  pape r  [We] on asymptotics of eigen- 
values of partial differential operators.  Among the several  
things Weyl  accompl ished  in that pape r  are many interest- 
ing inequalit ies relating the e igenvalues  of Hermitian ma- 
trices A, B, and A + B. One of  them can be translated into 
the fol lowing per turbat ion theorem: I f  A and B are n X n 
Hermitian matrices, and their eigenvalues are enumerated 
a s  ol  1 >-~ ol  2 >-- �9 �9 �9 Oln,  and [ J l  >- [J2 ~ -  " " " >- ~ n ,  respectively, 
then 

(1) max I j- IIA - BII. 
l<_j<_n 

Here IIAH stands for the norm of A as a l inear opera tor  on  
the Euclidean space Cn; i.e., 

(2) IIAII = max {IIAxll : x C ' ,  Ilxll = 1}. 

Apart from the intrinsic mathematical  interest that Weyl 's  
inequali ty (1) has, it soothes  the analyst 's  anxiety about  "the 
unaccus tomed responsibil i ty of  numerical  evaluation." If 
one replaces a Hermitian matrix A by a nearby Hermitian 
matrix B, then the e igenvalues  are changed  by no more  
than the change in the matrix. 

Almost the first ques t ion that arises now is whe ther  the 
inequali ty remains true for a wider  class of matrices, and 
for a mathematician interested in "estimating eigenvalues of  
non-selfadjoint  differential equat ions and matrices" this 
would  be more  than mere  curiosity. The first wider  class 
to be cons idered  is that of normal  matrices. (An opera tor  
A is normal  if AA* = A*A. This is equivalent  to the condi-  
tion that in some or thonormal  basis the matrix of  A is di- 
agonal.  The diagonal  entries are the e igenvalues  of A, and 
A is Hermit ian if and  only if these are all real.) 

The eigenvalues  of a normal  matrix, now being com- 
plex, cannot  be o rde red  in any natural  way, and we  have 
to define an appropr ia te  distance to replace the left-hand 
side of (1). If Eig A = {~Xl, . . . , an} and Eig B = {j31, . . . ,/3u} 
are the unorde red  n-tuples whose  e lements  are the eigen- 
values of  A and 8, respectively,  then we  define the opti- 
mal matching distance 

(3) d(Eig A, Eig 8) = min max I~j- J~o-(j)l, 
(r l<--j<~n 

where  (T varies over all permuta t ions  of the indices 
{1, 2, . . . , n}. The quest ion raised by  Weyl ' s  inequali ty is: 
if A and B are any two normal  matrices, then do  we  have 

(4) d(Eig A, Eig B) -----NA - B]I? 

This is what  Wielandt,  and several  others  over  nearly four 
decades ,  a t tempted  to prove.  We will return to that story 
later. 

The opera tor  norm (2) is the one  that every s tudent  of 
functional analysis first learns about.  Its definit ion carries 
over  to all b o u n d e d  linear opera tors  on an infinite-dimen- 
sional Hilbert  space. That explains  why  this norm wou ld  
have been  Wielandt 's  first choice. There are other  possible  
choices. 

The Frobenius norm of an n X n matrix A is def ined as 

(z, ( 5 )  Ilmll  = (tr A* A) 1/2 = a i j  . 

*I 
This norm arises from the inner p roduc t  (a, B} = tr A* B, 
and, for this reason, it has p leasant  geometr ic  features. It 
can be  easily compu ted  from the entries of A. If we  replace  
the norm (2) with (5), then we  must  make  a similar change  
in the distance (3) and  define 

[jZ1 2]1/2 (6) dF(Eig A, e ig  8) = min -= IOlj- J~o'(j) J . 

Instead of (4), Hoffman and Wielandt proved the following. 

THEOREM l Let A and B be any two normal matrices. Then 

(7) dF(Eig A, Eig B) <--lid - 811 . 

Hoffman credits J. H. Wilkinson [Wil] with the publici ty 
responsible  for the theorem's  populari ty.  Wilkinson writes 

The Wielandt-Hoffman theorem does not seem to have 
attracted as much attention as those arising from the di- 
rect application of norms. In my experience it is the most 
useful result for the error analysis of techniques based on 
orthogonal transformations in floating-point arithmetic. 
He also gives an e lementary  proof  for the (most  inter- 

esting) special  case when  A and B are Hermitian. In spite 
of  Wilkinson 's  reversal of the order  of  names  of its authors, 
the theorem is known  as the Hoffman-Wielandt  theorem. 

Unknown,  it wou ld  seem, to Hoffman and Wielandt,  and 
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to Wilkinson,  the Hermitian special  case of  (7) had been  
announced  several  years earlier, by  Karl LOwner in 1934 
[Lo}. This pape r  is very we l l -known  for its d e e p  analysis of 
opera tor  monotone  functions. Somewhat  surprisingly, there 
is no reference to it in most  of the papers  and books  where  
the inequali ty (7) is discussed. (Incidentally,  LOwner was at 
the University of Berlin be tween  1922 and 1928. Wielandt  
came to study there in 1929 and ob ta ined  a Ph.D. in 1935. 
L6wner 's  original Czech name was Karel but, because  his 
educat ion  was in German,  he was known  as Karl. Later, 
when  he had  to move to the United States, he adop ted  the 
name Charles Loewner.)  LOwner does  not  offer a p roof  and 
says that the inequali ty can be  es tabl ished via a s imple vari- 
ational consideration. 

One such considerat ion might go as follows. When  
x = (&, . . . , xu) is any vector  with real coordinates ,  let 
x t = ( x ~ , . . . ,  x ~  and x t  = (x~ . . . . .  x~,) be the de- 
creasing and increasing rearrangements of x. This means that 
the numbers  xl . . . .  , x,, are rearranged as x~ -> �9 ". -> x~ 
and as x{ -< �9 �9 �9 - x�88 Then for any two vectors x and y, 
we have 

rl 

(8) 2 x,* j _< 2 Z J - ,/ - 
j=l j= l  .i--1 

To see this, first note that the general  case can be r educed  
to the special  case n = 2. This amounts  to showing that 
wheneve r  xl  >- xz and  yl  >- Yz, then  x~yl + xzy2 >- xlyz + 
x2Yl. The latter inequali ty can be  writ ten as ( & -  &)  
(Yl - Y2) > 0 and is obviously true. 

A matrix analogue  of this inequali ty is given in the fol- 
lowing proposi t ion.  If A is a Hermitian matrix we denote  
by  Eig $ (a)  = (A ~(A) . . . . .  A ~(A)) the vector  whose  coor- 
dinates are the eigenvalues of A arranged in decreasing or- 
der. Similarly Eig I (a )  = (h ](A), . . . , a t(A)) is the vector  
whose  coordinates  are the same numbers  arranged in in- 
creasing order. The bracket  (x, y )  stands for the usual scalar 

p roduc t  ~'2= 1 xjyj. 

PROPOSITION "2. Let A a n d  B be n X n Hermit ian  matri- 

ces'. Then 

(9) (Eig $ (A), Eig 1" (B)) -- tr A B  <- (Eig ~ CA), Eig J' (B)). 

Proof. If A and  B are commuting Hermitian matrices, this 
reduces  to (8). The general  case can be reduced  to this 
special  one as follows. 

Let U(n) be the set of all n X n unitary matrices, and let 

~ B = {U BU* : U E  U(n)}, 

be the unitary orbit  of  B. If we  replace  B by any e lement  
of  ~ then the e igenvalues  of B are not changed,  and 
hence  nei ther  are the two inner products  in (9). Consider  
the function f ( X )  = tr AX def ined on the compact  set ~B- 
The two inequali t ies in (9) are lower  and uppe r  bounds  for 
f(X).  Both will fol low if we show that every ext reme point  
X0 for f commutes  with A. 

A point  X0 on ~ is an ext reme point  if and  only if 

d tr AU(OXoU(t)* = 0 
~ t = 0  

for every differentiable curve U(t) with U ( 0 ) =  L This is 
equivalent  to saying 

~ t  t=0tr AetKXo e - t g  = 0 

for every skew-Hermit ian matrix K. Expanding the expo-  
nentials into series, this condi t ion reduces  to 

tr (AKX0 - AXoK) = 0. 

The trace of a product  being invariant under  cyclic per-  
mutat ion of the factors, this is the same as saying 

tr K(XoA - AXo) = 0. 

Since (K, L ) = - t r K L  is an inner p roduc t  on the space  
of skew-Hermit ian matrices, this is poss ible  if and  only if 
XoA - AXo = O. [] 

Using the second  inequali ty in (9) we  see that 

IIA - Bll 2 = IIAll  + IIBll 2 -  2trAB 

-> IIAII + II' ll> - 2(Eig $ (A), Eig $ (B)}  

( 1 0 )  = i l * J  ~ ( A )  -- *,) (B)12" 
j= l  

This proves the inequali ty (7) for Hermitian matrices. 
The same argument,  using the first inequality in (9), shows 

that 

(11) IIA- ull2- < la)(A)- AJ(B)I 2. 
j= l  

There is another  way of  proving Proposi t ion 2 that 
LOwner wou ld  have known.  In 1923, Issai Schur, the ad- 
viser for Wielandt ' s  Ph.D. thesis at Berlin, p roved  a very in- 
teresting relation be tween  the diagonal  of a Hermitian ma- 
trix and its eigenvalues.  This says that if d = ( d l  . . . .  , d n )  
and  a = (al ,  . . . , An) are, respectively,  the d iagonal  en- 
tries and the e igenvalues  of  a Hermitian matrix A, then d 
is majorised by A. This, by definition, means  that 

k k 
E d ' } - < ~  A) ,  for l < : k < - n  ,1 
j= 1 j= 1 

(]2) 

and 

(13) 
j = l  j = l  

The notat ion d < A is used to express  that all of  the rela- 
tions (12) and (13) hold. Schur's theorem has been  gener-  
al ized in various directions (see, e.g., the work  of Kostant 
[K] and Atiyah [A]), and it p rov ided  a strong stimulus for 
the theory of majorisat ion [MO, p4]. 

A good  part of this theory had  been  d e v e l o p e d  by the 
time Hardy, Littlewood, and P61ya wrote  their famous b o o k  
[HLP] in 1934, the same year  as that of L6wner 's  paper .  The 
condit ion d < h is equivalent  to the condi t ion that the vec- 
tor d is in the convex  hull of the vectors A~ whose  coor-  
dinates are permutat ions  of the coordinates  of A. 

Schur's theorem leads to an easy proof  of  (9). We can 
apply  a unitary similarity and assume that A is diagonal ,  
and its d iagonal  entries are A)(A) ,  1 <-j<- n. Then 

tr A B  = ~ ,  A ) ( A ) g ( B )  = (Eig $ (d) ,d(B))  
j -  1 
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where  d(B)  = (dl(B),  . . . , du(B)) is the d iagonal  of  B. By 
Schur's theorem,  this vector  is in the convex set ~ whose  
vertices are A~(B). On this set the function f ( w ) =  ~;~1 
a}(A)~0j is affine, and  hence  attains its maximum and min- 
imum on vertices of ft. Now the inequali t ies (9) fol low from 
(8). 

The ideas occurring in this p roof  are extremely close to 
those in the pape r  of  Hoffman and Wielandt.  I now give 
their argument  in a s impler  version due to Ludwig Eisner. 

A matrix S is said to be  doubly  stochast ic  if its entries 
s O are nonnegative,  ~ n  I Sij = 1, and 3~,nl sij = 1. The set 
consist ing of n X n doubly  stochastic matrices is convex. A 
famous theorem, attr ibuted to Garrett  Birkhoff [B], says that 
the vertices of ~ are the permuta t ion  matrices. 

Now let A and B be  normal  matrices, and choose  
unitary matrices U and V such that UAU* = D1, and 
V B V *  = De, where / )1  and De are diagonal  matrices whose  
diagonal  entries are Ot 1 . . . . .  Ogn, and /31, �9 . �9 , tSu, re- 
spectively. Then 

(14) [IA - BII 2-- ]]U*DIU- V'DeVH~= I]D~g- ~2]12, 

where  W =  UV* is another  unitary matrix. The second  
equali ty in (14) is a consequence  of the fact that the Frobe-  
nius norm is unitarily invariant; i.e., that IIXTYtlF = IIrll~ for 
all T, and all unitary X, Y. If the matrix W has entries wij, 
then the equali ty (14) can be expressed  as 

l id -  BII 2=  ~, ]~,-/3jl ~ Iw0.] 2. 
i,j=l 

The matrix (Iw0.[ 2) is doubly  stochastic, and  the function 
f ( S )  = Z i j la i  - &l 2 sij on the set ~ consist ing of doubly  sto- 
chastic matrices is an affine function. So, the min imum of  
. / i s  a t ta ined at one  of  the vertices of  11, and  by Birkhoff 's 
theorem this vertex is a permuta t ion  matrix P = (Pd)" Thus 

n 

[IA- B]12e E I~ j~/2 Po" 
i , j  = 1 

If the matrix P cor responds  to the permutat ion 0% then this 
inequali ty says that 

IIa - BII 2 . -  I<-/3 u)l 2, 
i - - 1  

This is exactly the Hoffman-Wielandt  inequali ty (7). 
Let me interject here that ideas  very similar to these lead 

to a quick proof  of  Schur's theorem about  the diagonal .  Let 
A be a Hermit ian matrix and let A = UAU* be its spectral  
representation,  where  A is a d iagonal  matrix. If d and  a 
are the vectors cor responding  to the diagonals  of A and A, 
respectively,  then we  have d = SA, where  S is the matrix 
with entries s # =  ludl 2. This matrix is doubly  stochastic. 
Hence,  we have d < A. 

Now let us return to inequali ty (4) involving operator  
norms, the thing Wielandt  and Hoffman wanted.  Apart from 
Hermitians, dealt with by Weyl 's  result (1), there is another  
equally important subclass of normal matrices: the unitary 
matrices. Thirty years after [HW], R. Bhatia and C. Davis [BD] 
proved that the inequality (4) is true when  A and B are uni- 
tary. There were  other papers  a little earlier proving the in- 
equality in special cases. One by  this author [B1] showed  
that (4) is true when  not only A and B but  also A - B are 

normal. The case of  Hermitian A, B is included in this. V. S. 
Sunder [S] proved the inequality when  A is Hermitian and 
B skew-Hermitian. In 1983 R. Bhatia, C. Davis, and A. 
McIntosh [BDM] proved that there exists a number  c such 
that for all normal matrices A and B (of any size n) we  have 

(15) d(Eig A, Eig B) --< c [[A - B n. 

A few years later R. Bhatia, C. Davis, and  P. Koosis [BDK] 
showed  that this number  c is no bigger  than 3. Thus it came 
to be  bel ieved,  more strongly than before,  that the inequali ty 
(4) is very l ikely true, in general ,  for normal  A and B. 

Surprise: in 1992 J. Holbrook  [H] publ i shed  an example  
of two 3 x 3 normal  matrices A and B for which  d(Eig A, 
Eig B) > [IA - BIt. (When n = 2, this is not  possible .)  Hol- 
b rook  found  his example  by a d i rec ted  compute r  search. 

As a sidelight, I should  ment ion  that a namesake  of 
Wielandt,  Helmut Wit tmeyer  [Wit], c la imed that he had 
p roved  (4) for all normal  A, B. For a p roof  he referred the 
reader  to his Ph.D. thesis at the Technical  University, Darm- 
stadt, wri t ten in 1935, the same year  as Wielandt 's .  There 
is no ment ion  of this in Wielandt ' s  papers ,  and so he must  
have been  unaware  of Wit tmeyer 's  claim. 

Hoffman mentions,  wi thout  any detail, that Wielandt  had 
something "quite lovely, involving a path in matrix space." 
An argument  using paths  in the space  of  normal  matrices 
was d iscovered  by  this author  [B1]. This led to some new 
results and some new proofs. It also raises an intriguing 
problem in differential geometry.  Let me explain  these ideas. 

Though the inequali ty (4) fails to hold "globally," it is 
true "locally" in a small ne ighbou rhood  of  a normal  matrix 
A, even when  B is not  normal.  More precisely,  we have 
the following. 

THEOREM 3 Let A be a normal  matrix, a n d  B a n y  matr ix  

such that IIA - BIt is smaller than ha l f  the distance between 
each p a i r  o f  distinct eigenvalues o f  A. Then d (Eig A, Eig B)  <- 
IIA - ull. 

Proo f  Let , = lid - BII. First I show that any eigenvalue /3 
of  B is within distance s of  some eigenvalue  ~j of  A. By 
apply ing  a translation, we  may  assume that /3 = 0. If no 
e igenvalue  of  A is within a dis tance ~ of  this, then A is in- 
vertible. Since A is normal, we  have iIA-I{I = 1/mintcgl < 
1/6. Hence  

I I A - I ( B -  -4)11-< IIA-111 l i b -  -411 < 1. 
This means  that I +  A - I ( B  - A) is invertible,  and  so is 
a ( I +  A - I ( B  - A ) ) =  B. But then /3 = 0 could  not have 
been  an e igenvalue  of B, and we have a contradict ion.  

Now let ~1, �9 �9 - , ~k be  all the distinct e igenvalues  of 
A, and let Dj be the c losed disk with centre ~j and  radius 

= llA - BII. By the hypothes is  of  the theorem,  the disks 
Dj, 1 <- j <- k, are disjoint. By what  we  have seen above,  all 
the e igenvalues  of B lie in the union  of these k disks. The 
rest of  the p roof  consists of showing  that if the e igenvalue  
o{i has multiplicity rnj, then the disk Dj contains exactly mj 
e igenvalues  of  B counted  with their respect ive multiplici- 
ties. (It is clear that this implies the theorem.)  

Let A(t) = (1 - t)A + tB, 0 <-- t - -  1, be  the straight line 
segment  joining a and B. Then [IA - A(t)ll = t,, and  so all 
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eigenvalues of A(t) also lie in the disks Dj. By a wel l -known 
continuity principle, as t moves from 0 to 1 the eigenval- 
ues of A(t) trace cont inuous curves starting at the eigen- 
values of A and ending at those of B. None of these curves 
can jump from one of the disks Dj to another. So if we 

start with m i such curves in Di, then we must end up with 
exactly as many. This proves the theorem. [] 

You may recognize the reasoning in the second part of 
the proof above as an idea much used in complex analy- 
sis around the Argument Principle. 

Can the local estimate of Theorem 3 be extended to a 
global one? Let N be the set of all normal matrices of a 
fixed size n. If A is in N, then so is tA for any real t. Thus 
N is a path-connected set. Let y(t), 0 --< t--< 1, be a contin- 
uous curve in N, and let y(0) = A, "7(1) = /3. We say y is 
a normal  path joining A and /3. The length of y with re- 
spect to the norm [['l[ is defined, as usual, by 

m-- 1 

flI.II(Y) = sup ~ Ily(tk+l) - y(ta,)ll, 
k - O  

where the supremum is taken over all partitions of [0, 1] 
as 0 = to < tl < " �9 �9 < t,n = 1. If this length is finite, y is 
said to be rectifiable. If y(t) is a piecewise C ~ function, then 

%l(y) = Ity'(t)lt dt. 

From Theorem 3 it is not difficult to obtain, using familiar 
ideas in differential geometry, the following. 

THEOREM 4 Let A and  B be normal matrices, and  let y be 
a rectifiable normalpath  joining d and  B. Then 

(16) d(Eig A, Eig /3) --< ~'IHI(T). 

If we could find the length of the shortest normal path 
joining A and B, then (16) would give a good estimate for 
d (Eig A, Eig B). The set N does not have an easily tractable 
geometric structure, and the norm [1.11 is not Euclidean. So 
we are dealing here with non-Riemannian geometry (Finsler 
geometry) of a complicated set. Nevertheless, interesting in- 
formation can be extracted from (16). 

In a variety of special cases Theorem 4 leads to the in- 
equality (4). For example, this works when  A and B lie in 
a "fiat" part of N. By this I mean that the entire line seg- 
ment  y(t) = (1 - t)A + tB is in N. A small calculation shows 
that this is the case if and only if A, B, and A - B are nor- 
ma l - - i n  particular, when  A and B are Hermitian. 

Much more interesting is the fact that there are sets in 
N that are not affine but are "metrically flat." We say that 
a subset S of N is metrically f la t  if any two points A and 
/3 of S can be joined by a path y that lies entirely within 
S and has length ]]A - BI[. An interesting example is given 
by the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5 LetS consist o f  all n X n matrices o f  the form 
zU where z is" a complex number  and  U is" a unitary matrix. 

Then S is a metrically.fiat subset o fN.  

Proof  Any two elements of S can be represented as 
A0 = *bU0 and A1 = h U1, where r0 and q are nonnegat ive 

real numbers.  Choose an orthonormal basis in which the 
unitary matrix U~ Ug I is diagonal: 

g 1U(71 = diag(ei0,, . . . .  el~ 

where 

le,,i < - ' "  <-[Ol] <- ~ .  

Let K =  diag(i01, . . . , ion). Then K is a skew-Hermitian 
matrix whose eigenvalues are in ( - i r r ,  irr]. We have 

I I ~ -  A, II = IlroUo- r, Gll = Ilroz- r lu iuE ' l l  
- -  m a x  It0 - r ,  e x p ( i r  = Ir0 - r ,  e x p ( i e P l .  

J 

This last quantity is the length of the straight line joining 
the points r0 and qexp(i01). /fl011 < 7r, this line segment  
can be parametrised as r(t) exp(it01), 0 -< t-< 1. The equa- 
tion above can then be expressed as 

[[Ao - All[ = J~l[r(t) exp(it01)]'l dt 

= fo Irr(t) + <t)iol[ at. 

Let A(O = r(OemUo, 0 -< t-< 1. This is a smooth curve in S 
joining A0 and A1, and its length is 

f~ I I A ' ( t ) l l d t  = f~llr'(t)JUo + *(t),Ve"%ll dt 

i) = r ' ( t ) I+ r(t~Kll dt, 

since dKUo is unitary. But 

I lr ' ( t)z+ r(t)Kll  = max]r '( t)  + ir(t)Oj} -- ] r ' (b + ir(t)O,}. 
J 

The last three equations show that the path A(t) joining A0 

and A1 has length ]lAo - dill. 
If ]01] = '77", the argument above is not needed. In this case 

I t A -  A1[I = {r0 - r l  e x p ( i 0 p l  = r0 + r l .  This is the length of 
the piecewise linear path joining A0 to 0 and then to A> [] 

Theorems 4 and 5 together show that the inequality (4) 
is true when  A and B are scalar multiples of unitaries. The- 
orem 4, in a more general form and with a different proof, 
was given in [B1]. Theorem 5 was first proved in [BH]. 

When n = 2, the entire set N is metrically fiat. This can 
be seen as follows. Let A and B be 2 X 2 normal matrices. 
The eigenvalues of A and those of B lie either on  two par- 
allel lines, or on two concentric circles. In the first case, 
we may assume that the lines are parallel to the real axis. 
Then the skew-Hermitian part of A - B is a scalar, and 
hence A - B is normal. We have seen that in this case the 
line segment joining A and B lies in N. In the second case, 
if a is the common centre of the two circles, then A and 
B are in the set a I  + S, which is metrically flat. 

Since the inequality (4) is not always true for 3 x 3 nor- 
mal matrices, the set N must not be metrically fiat when  
n-> 3. I have pointed out some metrically fiat subsets of 
N. There may well be others. 

An intriguing problem, that seems hard, is that of find- 
ing a "curvature constant" for the set N. For each n, let k(n)  
be the smallest number  with the following property. Given 
any two n X n normal matrices A and B there exists a nor- 
mal path y joining them such that 

e~H~(y) -< k ( n )  IIA - ull. 
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We k n o w  that k(2) = 1, and  k(3) > 1. Is the sequence  k ( n )  

bounded?  If so, is the sup remum of k ( n )  some familiar 
number  like, say, Ir/27 

It will be appropr ia te  to end  with a related story in which 
Wielandt  p layed  an important  role. In 1950, V. B. Lidskii 
[Li] pub l i shed  a short  note in which he gave a matrix- 
theoret ic  p roof  of  a theorem that arose in the work  of F. 
Berezin and I. M. Gel ' fand on Lie groups.  Lidskii's theorem 
says that if A and B are Hermitian matrices, then the vec- 
tor Eig ~ (A) - Eig * (B) lies in the convex  hull of  the vec- 
tors obta ined  by permut ing the coordinates  of Eig(A - B). 
In another  formulation, it says that for all 0 -< k-< n, and  
indices l <-- il < i2 < . . . < ik <- n,  w e  h a v e  

k k k 

(17  y 2 + 4(B) 
j = l  j = l  j = l  

Wielandt  [Wie2] d iscovered a remarkable  maximum princi- 
ple from which he der ived these inequali t ies as he "did not  
succeed in complet ing  the interesting sketch of a proof  
given by Lidskii." 

The inequali t ies (1) and  (10) of  Weyl  and L~3wner are 
subsumed in (a corollary of) Lidskii 's theorem, a norm Ill'Ill 
on matrices is said to be u n i t a r i l y  i n v a r i a n t  if IIIUA vii I = IIIAII[ 
for all unitary matrices U a n d  V. The opera tor  norm (1) and 
the Frobenius  norm (5) have this property.  It follows from 
Lidskii's theorem that if A and B are Hermitian matrices, 
then 

(18) ~li.lll(Eig A, Eig B) --< IliA - ~ll 

for every unitarily invariant norm. 
Fascinated by the inequalit ies (17), several mathemati-  

cians d iscovered more  such relations. This led to a con- 
jecture by Alfred Horn in 1962 specifying a l l  possible  lin- 
ear inequalit ies be tween  eigenvalues  of Hermitian matrices 
A, B, and  A + B. Horn 's  conjecture was proved  towards  the 
end of the twentieth century by Alexander  Klyachko, and 
Alan Knutson and Terence Tao. In the intervening years it 
was realised that the p rob lem has ramifications across sev- 
eral major areas of mathematics.  The interested reader  can 
find more  about  this from the exposi tory  articles [B3], [F], 
[KT]. 
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